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Profile
Cryptocurrency fanatic, currently working as a Security Engineer at a
Cryptocurrency Exchange. I am a Javascript developer for seven years while
security researcher for five years contributing to the security of companies like
Google, Facebook, Twitter, Uber, Netflix. I write Node.Js code and I’ve worked
extensively on APIs and writing secure Node.JS code.
HackerOne - Dhaval
LinkedIn - dhavalchauhan17
Experience
Security Research — 2013-Present
Active participant at Synack and HackerOne along with independent programs
suck as Facebook, Google. I have reported some critical vulnerability like XML
External Entity(XXE) Processing to Paypal, OAuth bypass - vine.co (Twitter Acq.),
while ranking of Top 20 at Facebook Bug Bounty Listing (2014). Top 10 at
Yahoo (2013).
CVE-2017-7266 - Netflix’s Security Monkey, Open Redirect upon login with
Token Extraction.
Security Engineer, ThroughBit — 2018–Present
ThroughBit is a Cryptocurrency Exchange. I work reviewing the security of the
web applications and engine of the exchange.
Node.JS Developer, MeetWithin — 2017 -2018
Meetwithin is iOS application which helps users finding like-minded people in
the locality, I worked as a Node.JS Developer working on APIs.
Node.JS Developer, Y.A.A.T — 2016 -2017
Yet Another Analytic Tool (Y.A.A.T) is a tool which allows you to analyse the
performance of your APIs based on the user action. I was the backend
developer working on building Javascript Libraries for the browser as well as
packages to be integrated with the backend.
Full Stack Developer, MyIdealist — 2014 - 2016
MyIdealist is a idea sharing web application which empowers ideation and
collaborative feedback loop for refining your idea you came up in the shower. I
worked as on PHP for APIs and Javascript for dynamic frontend.

Full Stack Developer, Nekster — 2011-2013
Nekster is a social networking website with sharable diary. I worked on PHP
engine for APIs and other operations and JQuery for frontend.

